The most demanding tenants of shared clouds require complete isolation from their neighbors, in order to guarantee that their application performance is not affected by other tenants. Unfortunately, while shared clouds can offer an option whereby tenants obtain dedicated servers, they do not offer any network provisioning service, which would shield these tenants from network interference.
INTRODUCTION
Many owners of private data centers would like to move to a shared multi-tenant cloud, which can offer a reduced cost of ownership and better fault-tolerance. But it is vital for these tenants that their applications will will not be affected by other tenants, and will keep exhibiting the same performance [1] [2] [3] . (By performance, we refer to the inverse of the total application run-time, including both the computation and communication times.)
Unfortunately, distributed applications often suffer from unpredictable performance when run on a shared cloud [4, 5] . This unpredictable performance is mainly caused by two factors: server sharing and network sharing [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The first factor, server sharing, is easily addressed by using bare-metal provisioning of servers, such that each server is allocated to a single tenant [23] .
However, the second factor, network sharing, is much more difficult to address. When network links are shared by several tenants, network contention can significantly worsen the application performance if other tenant applications consume more network resources, e.g. if they simply want to benchmark their network or run a heavy backup [24] . This can of course prove even worse when other tenants purposely generate adversarial traffic for DoS or side-channel attacks [25] .
As detailed in Section 2, current solutions either (a) require tenants to provide the traffic matrix in advance, which often proves impractical [11, 21] ; (b) provide enough throughput for any set of admissible traffic matrices using a hose model, but then fail to provide a predictable latency that does not depend on other tenants [4, 16] ; or (c) attempt to track the current traffic matrix, but then cannot guarantee the same performance [14, 15, 17, 19, 22] .
In Section 3, we establish experimentation and simulation environments to better understand the impact of network contention as a function of the number of tenants and of the cluster size. We show that concurrent tenants with similar traffic can degrade MapReduce performance by 25%, and reduce the performance of scientific computing jobs by up to 65%.
In this paper, we introduce a simple and effective approach that eliminates any interference in the cloud network. Keeping with the notion that good fences make good neighbors, we argue that the most demanding tenants should be provided with exclusive access to a subset of the data center links, such that each tenant receives its own dedicated fat-tree network. We refer to such a cloud architecture model as Links as a Service (LaaS) . Under the LaaS model, we guarantee that tenants can obtain the exact same bandwidth and delay as if they were alone in the shared cloud, independently of the number of additional tenants.
While the LaaS abstraction sounds attractive, Figure  1 illustrates why it can be a challenge to provide it given any arbitrary set of tenants. First, Fig. 1(a) illustrates a bare-metal allocation of distinct hosts (servers) to two tenants that does not satisfy the LaaS abstraction, since the tenants share common links. Likewise, the allocation of hosts and links in Fig. 1 (b) also does not satisfy LaaS, even though there are no common links. This is because internal traffic of the second tenant from the two hosts S 0 and S 1 in the right leaf switch to hosts D 0 and D 1 would need to share a common link, and so some admissible traffic patterns would not be able to obtain full bandwidth. Interestingly, for this host placement, we find that there is in fact no link allocation that can provide full bandwidth to all the admissible traffic patterns of both tenants. Finally, Fig. 1 (c) fully satisfies the LaaS abstraction. All tenants obtain dedicated hosts and links, and can service any admissible traffic demands between their nodes, independently of the traffic of other tenants.
In this paper, we focus on the practical online incremental LaaS allocation problem: We consider a single incoming tenant at a time, and assign hosts and links out of the unassigned ones, without any migration of previously-allocated tenants. We further analyze the fundamental requirements for providing LaaS guarantees to incoming tenants in 2-and 3-level homogeneous fat trees. Under minor assumptions, our analysis provides the necessary and sufficient conditions to guarantee the same bandwidth and delay performance over the dedicated fat-tree networks as when being alone in the shared cloud. These conditions are novel and key for providing an online scalable packing-type allocation algorithm. We further present and implement a practical algorithm for providing LaaS guarantees (Section 5).
Our evaluations show that LaaS is practical and efficient, and completely avoids inter-tenant performance dependence. We contribute our implementation of a standalone LaaS scheduler that automates tenant placement on top of OpenStack, as well as configures an InfiniBand SDN controller to provide isolated routing without interference. Our open-source code is made available online [26] . We show that using this code, our LaaS algorithm responds to tenant requests within a few milliseconds, even on a cloud of 11K nodes, i.e. several orders of magnitude faster than the machine provisioning time. In addition, when the average tenant size is smaller than a quarter of the cloud size, we find that our LaaS algorithm achieves a cloud utilization of about 90%, for various tenant-size distributions. For larger tenant sizes, our LaaS allocation converges to the maximal utilization obtained by a bare-metal scheduler that packs tenants without constraints. Finally, and most importantly, we show performance improvements of 50%-200% for highly-correlated tenant traffic. Thus, the performance improvement typically exceeds the utilization cost for such applications, uncovering an economic potential (Section 6).
Finally, while we focus on full-bisectional-bandwidth fat-trees in the provided implementation, our approach can be easily extended to support oversubscribed trees. We also describe how LaaS can fit more general cloud cases, e.g. when mixing highly-demanding jobs with regular jobs (Section 7).
RELATED WORK
Application variability. Several studies about the variability of cloud services and HPC application performance were presented by [4, 5, 24, 27, 28] . They show significant variability for such applications, which strengthens the reasons for using LaaS. We extend these claims using experiments and simulations (Section 3). We show that a larger number of tenants causes higher performance loss, and also show that lossy Ethernetbased networks suffer from similar issues. Network isolation. Specific high-dimensional tori super-computers like IBM BlueGene, Cray XE6, and the Fujitsu K-computer provide scheduling techniques to isolate tenants [29] [30] [31] . However, they all rely on forming an isolated cube on 3 out of the 5-or 6-dimensional torus space, and thus cannot be used in clouds with fat-tree topologies. They also exhibit a significantly lower cluster utilization, measured as the amount of servers used over time, than the 90% utilization obtained by LaaS on fat trees. Tenant resource allocation. Cloud network performance has received significant attention over the last few years. An overview of the different proposals to allocate tenant network resources is provided by [6] .
Virtual Network Embedding maps tenants' requested topologies and traffic matrix over arbitrary clusters [11, 21] . However, tenants must know and declare their exact traffic demands. Also, valid embedding is calculated by variants of linear programming, which are known not to scale as the size of the data centers and number of tenants grow. In addition, as most of these solutions rely on the tenant traffic matrix, they consider only the average demands, falling short of representing the dynamic nature of the application traffic. For example, they prove problematic when an application alternates between several traffic permutations, each utilizing the full link bandwidth.
Other proposals, such as Topology Switching and Oktopus [4, 16] , propose an abstraction for the topology and traffic demands to be allocated to the tenants. They are similar to the hose model proposed for Virtual Private Networks in the context of WAN [32] . Unfortunately, these proposals still maintain some level of link sharing, and therefore do not address our demands. For instance, when a tenant sends temporary traffic bursts, these burst may conflict at the network switches with temporary traffic bursts from another tenant. As a result, the network latency may be significantly higher when there are many tenants in the shared cloud.
In addition, many of the above systems rely on ECMP-based load-balanced forwarding to spread the allocated tenant bandwidth and avoid the need to allocate exact bandwidth on each of the used physical links [4, 33] . However, while ECMP load-balancing is able to balance the average bandwidth, it suffers from a heavy tail of the load distribution. Again, other tenants will affect the application performance, even in the presence of a slow network feedback.
Proposals that allocate parts of a link bandwidth to different tenants enforce that allocation using rate limiters that aggregate tenant traffic bandwidth. But such aggregated bandwidth rate limiters are scarce hardware resource on the switches. Also, they are known to fail to relieve the contention caused by incast. Moreover, they are bound to fail when traffic patterns change rapidly. For example, if tenant T 1 synchronously iterates over all its hosts as destinations, the temporal incast will likely fill up some network buffers. Such traffic pattern of T 1 is impossible to rate-limit when the average bandwidth of each flow is lower than the link bandwidth, or worst, if the aggregate application bandwidth is lower than the total tenant requested bandwidth. If tenant T 2 shares some of its links with tenant T 1 , its performance will be impacted, contradicting the goal of this paper. To overcome the limited availability of switch rate limiters, some proposals use Distributed Rate Limiting like [22] , NetShare [14] , ScondNet [17] , Seawall [19] , Gatekeeper [15] and Oktopus [4] . The distributed rate limiting at the network edge requires tenant-wide coordination to avoid bottlenecks due to load-imbalance, which results in response times in the order of milliseconds [33] , while the co-flow time characteristics for high-demanding applications are 2 to 3 orders of magnitude shorter. Time separation. Some systems like Cicade [10] do not rely on average rate limiters, but suggest handling the varying nature of tenant traffic by assuming that it is slow enough to react to. Alternatively, scheduling the MapReduce shuffle stages was proposed by Orchestra [34] . A generalization of this approach that allows a tenant to describe its changing communication needs is suggested by Coflow [35] . On the same line of thought, scheduling at a finer grain was proposed by Hedera [18] . However, since these schemes propose fair share network bandwidth to the current set of applications, they actually change the performance of a tenant when new tenants are introduced. Even though fairness does improve, the tenant performance variability grows. Fairness. FairCloud provides a generalization of the required fairness properties of the shared cloud network [36] . LaaS tenant isolation satisfies these requirements, and avoids the allocation complexity of the general case. Application-based routing. The above schemes for network resource allocation ignore the fact that each tenant application may perform best with a different routing scheme. Routing algorithm types span through a wide range. They can be completely static and optimized for MPI applications [37, 38] , or rely on trafficspreading techniques like ECMP [39] , rely on traffic spray as in RPS or DeTail [40, 41] , use adaptive routing as proposed by DAR [42] , or even rely on per-packet synchronized schemes like FastPass [43] . LaaS isolates the sub-topology of each tenant, and therefore allows each tenant to use the routing that maximizes its application performance.
IMPACT OF TENANT INTERFERENCE
This section presents the impact of concurrent tenant traffic on tenant performance. The presented results are obtained from measurements on real hardware, as well as simulations of InfiniBand and Ethernet networks. We also provide online a full description of the settings and of our code for the experiments [26] . Tenant interference in cluster experiments. The experimental topology is a non-blocking two-level fattree with 8 hosts in each of the 4 leaf switches. The leaf switches are fully connected to 4 spine switches, with two parallel links per connection. We assume 4 tenants, and randomly assign 8 dedicated hosts to each of the 4 tenants. The reason for using a random placement is that even a scheduler that follows a bin-packing algorithm is known to show a large degree of fragmentation in steady state [29] . The tenants independently alternate between computation and all-to-all communication, i.e. each node computes new results and sends different data to the rest of the nodes that belong to the same tenant, as a sequence of un-synchronized shift permutations. This traffic pattern is representative of the Shuffle stage of MapReduce, and of scientific-computing applications such as those based on Fast Fourier Transform. We keep the total computation time constant, while the communication time changes with the increasing message size. For a single tenant with 32KB messages, the communication time represents roughly 2/3 of the total time. Fig. 3 presents the relative application performance in our cluster, measured for various reasonable message sizes [44] and for 1-4 parallel tenants. The results show that even in such a small cluster, the performance of a tenant may degrade (i.e., its run-time may increase) by 25% for large messages when other tenants run concurrently. Larger message sizes degrade the performance due to the larger buffering needs and larger communication time.
Since we also want to analyze the performance of the applications in larger clusters, we further rely on a simulator based on an InfiniBand model [45] . For sanity check, we compare our small cluster measurements with simulated results. The figure illustrates that the simulation results for 4 tenants are about 3% worse, and show the same trend as the experiment. The difference probably results from a lack of accuracy in modeling the MPI computation time, and therefore it would be expected to decrease in larger networks with a more significant network contention.
We also run stencil application on the 32 nodes cluster. This MPI application runs cycles of computation and communication on virtual x, y or z axis. We measure the time to complete 100 compute/communicate iterations by the first job. The jobs start one after the other with some delay, such that the resulting measurement show a gradual increase of the first job iteration time due to the growing number of jobs interfering. The results are plotted in Fig. 4 which shows a degradation of 43% = 0.215/0.15 in the presence of 4 parallel jobs. Note that on larger systems where the job sizes are larger and many more jobs exist the expected impact on job run-time is larger. Tenant interference in scaled-up simulations. We now evaluate the impact of cloud size. As the number of tenants and their sizes grow, we would expect an increased inter-tenant friction, and therefore a degraded application performance in the presence of concurrent tenants. We simulate the effect of the concurrent tenant traffic on a cloud of 1,728 hosts for 8 and 32 randomlyplaced tenants, each of 216 and 54 hosts respectively. We measure the average relative performance of a tenant, defined as the ratio of its performance when running concurrently with all other tenants by its performance when running alone. We show the impact of inter-tenant friction on scientific-computing applications as well as on MapReduce. For the scientificcomputing benchmark, we select stencil codes, which are parallel programs that break the problem space (mainly 3-dimensional) into sub-spaces, apply the same procedure to each sub-space and exchange data mostly with neighboring sub-spaces. This scheme is common to many scientific programs, and especially those solving partial differential equations, such as weather predic- shows how the relative performance of each tenant decreases as the number of tenants and the message size increase. For instance, for 32 concurrent tenants exchanging 32KB messages, the performance degrades by 45% compared to a tenant running alone (equivalently, providing isolation from concurrent tenants would more than double the performance). This significant loss of performance happens despite a modest message size of 32KB, and presents a large source of potential runtime variability. Note that the degradation of performance is clearly a result of network contention, since each job runs on dedicated hosts. MapReduce (simulated at similar conditions) experiences a smaller impact than stencil applications. Interestingly, the smaller interference from other tenants is a result of higher self-contention: due to the Shuffle all-to-all traffic pattern, there is network contention even when MapReduce runs alone. Stencil applications suffer less from self-contention because their traffic matrix is less dense. Our second set of simulations illustrates tenant interference on a partition-aggregate traffic pattern, which is characteristic of distributed database queries run by many Web2.0 services like Facebook [41, 46, 47] . We simulate such a traffic pattern on the same cluster, assuming each of the 32 tenants splits its hosts equally between servers and clients. The query arrivals follow a Poisson process with a controllable rate. Each query is sent to all servers in parallel.
Fig . 6 shows the percentage of late queries not meeting a 10-msec deadline. The steep increase of late queries happens at about 10,450 queries per second for the 32 concurrent tenants, versus 13,600 queries per second for a single tenant. The network link sharing re- sulted in a degradation of about 30% in the effective query rate.
We further want to confirm that similar results are obtained for a lossy Ethernet network. We simulate a 32-node Ethernet cluster employing ECMP routing and DCTCP [46] , using an INET [48] simulator enhanced with a specially-implemented DCTCP plugin. We simulate 32 nodes and not 1,728 nodes because this simulator is less scalable. There are only two tenants: The first is a regular 8-node tenant implementing MapReduce, of random Map and Reduce times and variable Shuffle data size (producing a similar ratio of communication time to total time). The second is an 8-node adversarial aggressor tenant. Each adversarial node continuously generates 1MB messages, sent in parallel to all its other nodes. We intentionally keep half the nodes unused to illustrate the detrimental impact of other tenants even in an over-provisioned cluster. Fig. 7 presents the relative performance of MapReduce in the presence of the adversarial tenant as compared to its performance when running alone. The worst relative performance is obtained for messages of 128KB, with a degradation of 25% even in such a small and over-provisioned cluster. We suspect that the increase in the last value with 256KB message results from an artifact of DCTCP.
LAAS ARCHITECTURE
A typical cloud architecture consists of (a) a frontend interface for tenants to register their requests, (b) a scheduler that decides when and how to service these requests and can allocate hosts to tenants (e.g., an OpenStack Nova scheduler and a Heat application setup), and (c) a network controller that performs the network setup (e.g., an OpenStack Neutron and an SDN backend). In this section, we introduce a LaaS cloud architecture that enhances this architecture by enabling the allocation of tenant-exclusive hosts and links.
Specifically, we propose to extend the scheduler with link allocation functionality (on top of the host allocation), and enhance the network controller by adding network routing rules to enforce the link allocation. Scheduler. We require the scheduler to provide each new tenant with an exclusive set of dedicated hosts and dedicated links. As in bare-metal allocation, a tenant may request a given number of dedicated hosts, which may be further refined by requirements of memory, accelerators or number of cores. In our implementation, we assume homogeneous hosts. In addition, the scheduler provides each new tenant with a set of dedicated links that form a tenant sub-topology, which will guarantee full bandwidth for any admissible traffic matrix of the tenant, i.e. will provide the tenant with the same bandwidth as in its own private data center.
In the LaaS architecture, we assume that the scheduler employs an online algorithm, by successively processing one new tenant request at a time. Each new tenant may be either accepted to the cloud, or denied due to the unavailability of a sub-network that can provide enough dedicated hosts and links. In any case, the scheduler does not migrate already-running tenants. This could be relaxed if we want to allow global optimization of host placements, by running tenants over virtual machines (VMs) and allowing migrations [49] [50] [51] . But then, tenant run-times would be impacted by new tenants, which is precisely what we want to avoid. Network controller. As depicted in Fig. 8 , we require the information of the allocated links to be provided by the scheduler to the network devices. This information should be used to adjust the network forwarding and routing to provide tenant isolation. This task fits SDN networks, but may also be implemented in other network architectures like TRILL [52] . There are several different ways to implement such an isolationaware network controller. At one extreme, which re- quires switch-virtualization hardware support, a master controller may configure the underlying switches to be split into multiple virtual switches [20] . Then each tenant may incorporate its own SDN controller, which can then only discover its own isolated sub-topology. The other extreme approach is to let a single SDN controller do all the work and enhance all the routing engines to work on sub-topologies. We rely in our implementation on an off-the-shelf InfiniBand SDN controller with a capability of defining sub-topologies and routing packets in an isolated manner (L2 forwarding). This feature, known as Routing Chains, is described in [53] . This isolated-routing feature could also be implemented by Ethernet SDN controllers like OpenDaylight.
LAAS ALGORITHM
In this section we describe online algorithms for tenant placement and link allocation in the LaaS scheduler. By online, versus offline, placement-algorithms, we require existing tenant placement to be maintained when a new job is placed. Similarly we provide online linkallocation algorithms to avoid any traffic interruption when a new tenant is introduced. The algorithm we describe provably guarantee that a tenant will obtain a dedicated set of hosts and links, with the same bandwidth as in its own private data center. The algorithm relies on the required properties of the placement to trim the solution space and achieve fast results.
We study 2-level fat trees, and then generalize the results to 3 levels. We also first present a Simple heuristic algorithm, and then extend it with a refined LaaS algorithm that achieves a better cloud utilization.
Isolation for 2-level Fat Trees
Consider a 2-level full-bisectional-bandwidth fat-tree topology, i.e. a full bipartite graph between leaf switches and spine switches, as in Fig. 1 above. It is composed of r leaf switches, denoted L i for each i ∈ [1, r], and m spine switches. Each leaf switch is connected to n ≤ m hosts. Problem definition. Given a pre-allocation of tenants (with pre-assigned links and hosts), when a new tenant arrives with a request for N hosts, we need to find: (ii) Link allocation: Find how to support the tenant traffic, i.e. allocate a set S i of spines for each leaf i, such that the hosts of the new tenant in leaf i can exclusively use the links to S i , and the resulting allocation can fully service any admissible traffic matrix.
We want to fit as many arriving tenants as possible into the cloud such that their host placement and link allocation obey the above requirements, and without changing pre-existing tenant allocations. Simple heuristic algorithm. We first introduce a Simple heuristic algorithm, against which we later compare our suggested algorithms. It relies on a property of fat trees and minimum-hop routing: if a single tenant is placed within a sub-tree, then traffic from other tenants will not be routed through that sub-tree.
Let N denote the number of tenant hosts, and n the number of hosts per leaf. The Simple heuristic simply computes the minimal number s of leaf switches required for the tenant: s = N/n . Then, it finds s empty leaf switches to place the tenant hosts in. Finally, if s > 1, it allocates all the up-links leaving the s leaf switches; else, no such links are needed. Fig. 9 illustrates the Simple algorithm, showing how tenant T 1 obtains a placement for N = 6 hosts. First, s = 6/4 = 2. Assuming T 1 arrives first, the two left leaves are available when it arrives, and they are used to host T 1 . Also, all the up-links of these 2 leaf switches are allocated to T 1 . When it arrives, tenant T 2 is similarly allocated the two right leaves and their up-links.
In the general case, any placement obtained by Simple supports any admissible traffic pattern. This is because the dedicated sub-network of the tenant is a single leaf switch if s = 1, and a 2-level fat tree if s > 1, which is a folded-Clos network with m ≥ n. It is well known that such a topology supports any admissible traffic pattern, because it meets the rearrangeable non-blocking criteria and the Birkhoff-von Neumann doubly-stochastic matrix-decomposition theorem [54] . 
Extended Simple Heuristics Single Tenant
Leaving the Sub-Tree
An extension of the simple solution is to allow a single tenant with hosts within a sub-tree to span across multiple sub-trees. The same argument used for the simple case, only the traffic of the single tenant leaving the sub-tree is crossing the top level of the sub-tree thus isolation is maintained. Since the entire set of links at this layer must match the number of hosts within that sub-tree the obtained topology supports any admissible traffic matrix.
For example Fig. 10 shows how tenant T 3 occupies a part of a leaf sub-tree which is shared by tenant T 1 extending out of that sub-tree. No traffic other that of T 1 would need to leave the same sub-tree and thus all the top links in that tree are allocated to tenant T 1 .
The General Case
The simple heuristic and its extension are extreme in their constraints, wasting hosts by rounding job size up. What can we say on the general case of placing the tenant hosts without restriction? We provide here some analysis of the resulting capacity loss caused by the non-blocking requirement.
What are the conditions Link allocation should meet?
Proof. There is no need to carry more flows out of the leaf switch than there are other hosts of the tenant. So the number of flows is the minimum between local and total remote hosts. The last are by definition N − N i . Since every link on the bipartite connects to a different spine the number of links is the size of S i .
Corollary 2. A corollary of Property 1 is that for most cases where N N i there need to be at least N i links allocated on leaf L i . This also means that when |S i | > N i some hosts left on that leaf switch cannot be used for future tenants. We denote this number of wasted hosts:
There are at most c flows going from L i to L j (or back). Since each flow has to use a different link and each link goes to a different spine switch we will need at least c common spine switches in |S i ∩ S j |.
Without loss of generality we sort the N i such that
Since each flow has to use a different link and each link goes to a different spine switch we will need at least c spines in the union of the two leaves connected spines
Theorem 5. The total wasted hosts capacity W = 
Proof. Apply triangle in-equation to Property 2:
Further apply Property 1 and obtain:
We have two cases:
And further:
Finally we can merge the two equations
We can now sum the Equation (9) either for all pairs i, j : j = i + 1 or for furthest pairs: i, j : j = r − i. 
The obtained lower bound is demonstrated by Fig. 11 where 5 leaves are allocated with N i = i. In order to calculate a lower bound of number of additional links. we fill a table of W i + W j by evaluation of Equation (9) for each i, j : j > i pairs. Then select the pairs producing the maximal total W . An optional allocation of the extra cables is denoted on the network diagram with bold links. LaaS placement analysis. We now want to present some steps towards a tenant placement algorithm that could obtain a better performance than Simple by allowing the placement of more than a single tenant on the same leaf, and therefore by reaching a tighter packing. To do so, we first analyze the fundamental conditions for providing LaaS.
Consider a single leaf i with N i tenant hosts. In the analysis below, we make the following simplifying assumption: on every leaf switch, the number of leaf-tospine links (and the corresponding number of spines) allocated to a tenant equals the number of its allocated hosts:
Our simplifying assumption is based on the following intuition. On the one hand, for tenants occupying several leaves, if |S i | < N i , we may not be able to service all admissible traffic demands (since we may have up to N i flows that need to exit leaf i, but only |S i | links to service them). On the other hand, allocating |S i | > N i , is wasteful, because the number of remaining spine switches would then be less than the number of available hosts, and therefore future tenants spanning more than one leaf may not be able to obtain enough links to connect their hosts.
Without loss of generality, we also make a notational assumption that the N i 's are sorted such that
We will now see that our assumptions lead (by a sequence of lemmas) to a simple rule that greatly simpli-fies the possible placements that need to be evaluated by our LaaS scheduling algorithm. Lemma 1. The number of common spines that connect two leaves must at least equal their minimal number of allocated hosts, i.e.
Proof. Consider a traffic permutation among the tenant hosts. There are up to N i full-link-capacity hostto-host flows going from L i to L j (or back). Since each flow has to use a different link and each link goes to a different spine switch, we will need at least N i common spine switches in |S i ∩ S j |.
Lemma 2. The number of common spines that connect two leaves to a third must at least equal the minimal number of allocated hosts, either in the union of the first two leaves or in the third, i.e. ∀i, j, k ∈ [1, r] :
Since each flow has to use a different link and each link goes to a different spine switch, we will need at least c spines in the union S i ∪ S j of the spines connected to the two leaves.
Lemma 3. The number of allocated hosts in any leaf cannot exceed the number in the union of any two other leaves, i.e.
Proof. Assume the contrary: N i + N j < N k . There are only two cases:
o.g., we assume the first. If so, min(N i + N j , N k ) = N i + N j . By Lemma 1, to enable connectivity between N i and N j , they must have at least N i spines in common: |S i ∩ S j | ≥ N i . Substituting the above into Lemma 2 we obtain:
But since N i = |S i | and N j = |S j | in LaaS by Equation (10), we get 0 ≤ − |S i ∩ S j |. But S i ∩ S j is nonempty because otherwise traffic from hosts in leaf i to hosts in j wouldn't be able to pass. So we get a contradiction, thus
Necessary host placement. We will now provide two theorems showing necessary and sufficient conditions to get the LaaS conditions of tenant traffic isolation and support for any admissible traffic matrix. Interestingly, the first theorem requires necessary conditions on the host placement, while the second theorem provides sufficient conditions on the link allocation. We continue to assume throughout the rest of the paper that |S i | = N i for all i, and 
implying that all leaf switches of a tenant should hold the exact same number of hosts except for a potential smaller one.
Proof. We show that N 2 = N r . By Lemma 1, L 1 and L 2 must have at least
So, when N r flows are sent from L r to L 1 and L 2 , we must have at least N r common spines:
Given Theorem 6, the tenant placement should follow the form: N = D · Q + R, where Q is the number of repeated leaves with D hosts each, and we optionally add one unique leaf with a smaller number of hosts R. This notation follows the Divisor, Quotient and Remainder of N . This result is useful because it greatly simplifies the solution of the host placement problem defined above. Fig. 12 demonstrates this result. It shows Q leaf switches of D hosts each, and optionally another leaf switch of R < D hosts. We denote by S D the set of spines connected by allocated links to the Q leaves of D hosts, and by S R those that connect via allocated links to the optional leaf of R hosts. Sufficient link allocation. We can now prove sufficient conditions on the link allocation to satisfy LaaS. Proof. For the case R = 0, the link allocation above means there is a group of D spine switches that connect to all leaf switches. Thus the tenant sub-topology reduces to a full bipartite graph with m = D spine switches and n = D hosts per leaf, which supports any admissible traffic matrix as mentioned above. For the case of one additional leaf L j R of R hosts, we provide a constructive method for routing arbitrary permutations. We consider the full-bipartite sub-topology formed by the tenant hosts and links, where L j R connects to all S D spines. For this topology m = n = D and r = Q + 1. It is guaranteed by the rearrangeable non-blocking theorem that every full permutation, of n · r flows is route-able. Routing is symmetric with respect to the spine switches. Moreover, to avoid congestion, each spine needs to carry exactly 1 flow from each leaf and 1 flow to each leaf. So any full permutation of our original topology where L j R has only R flows will be D − R flows short. We extend these flows with D − R flows going from L j R to L j R . Since these flows share the same leaf switch they must be routed through D − R different spines. After completing the full permutation routing, and since all spines connect to all leaves, we replace each spine that carries one of the added D − R flows with a spine that is not included in S R . As the links allocated to the extra flows are not needed, any permutation is fully routed by the original topology.
A necessary host allocation is not sufficient. The above theorems provide us with guidelines for implementing LaaS. We now show that due to previous tenant allocations, a host placement as in Theorem 6 is not always sufficient to provide a needed link allocation as in Theorem 7. This is why Theorem 7 proves essential. Property 8. A host placement that meets Theorem 6 does not guarantee the existence of a link allocation that meets Theorem 7, and therefore does not guarantee LaaS.
Proof. We prove Property 8 by the example provided in Fig. 13 . Three tenants are shown placed according to the provided heuristic of the previous section: A has 8 = 2 · 3 + 2 hosts, B has 5 = 2 · 2 + 1, and C has 3 = 1 · 2 + 1. We track allocated up-links of the leaf switches in a matrix where rows represent the leaf switches and columns represent the spines each port connects to. As can be observed, there is no possible link allocation for tenant C, since the leaves it is placed on do not have free links connected to any common spine. There is no link allocation possible for C even though it was placed according to the conditions of Theorem 6. The online link allocation algorithm for C (after A and B are placed) cannot allocate the links. In fact, even an offline version of link allocation -reassigning the links of A and B -cannot solve the problem once the placement of A and B does not change.
According to Property 8, some tenant requests may be denied because the scheduler cannot find a proper link allocation. Thus any LaaS algorithm has to validate the feasibility of a link allocation for each legal host placement. In the sections ahead, we develop such algorithms for 2-and 3-level fat trees.
Isolation for 3-level Fat Trees
So far we have discussed the LaaS allocation for 2-level fat-trees. We now extend the results to 3-level fat trees, which form the most common cloud topology [55, 56] . We use the notation of Extended Generalized Fat Trees (XGFT) [57] , which defines fat trees of h levels and the number of sub-trees at each level: m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m h . and the number of parent switches at each level: w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w h .
We consider three approaches to this problem: a Simple heuristics, a Hierarchical decomposition, and an Approximated scheme. We conclude with a description of the final LaaS algorithm that we implemented, relying on the Approximated scheme. Simple heuristic for 3-level fat trees. The Simple algorithm described in Section 5.1 is easily extended to any fat-tree size. For an arbitrary XGFT, first define the number of hosts R l under a sub-tree of level l: R 0 = 0, and R l = l i=1 m i . Given a tenant request for N hosts, Simple first determines the minimum level l min of the tree that can contain all N tenant hosts:
and the number s of required sub-trees of level l min : s = N/R lmin−1 . Then, it places the tenant hosts in s free sub-trees of level l min . It also allocates to the tenant all the links internal to these s sub-trees; and if s > 1, it allocates as well all the links connecting the sub-trees to the upper level. It is clear that the Simple heuristic algorithm, by rounding up the number of nodes, trades off cluster utilization for simplicity, non-fragmentation, and greater locality with lower hop distances. As we show in the evaluation section, the utilization obtained by this algorithm is low, making it is potentially unacceptable to cloud vendors, so we keep looking for a better one. Hierarchical decomposition. A hierarchical decomposition describes 3-level fat trees as collections of 2-level trees. For a LaaS link allocation to be feasible, the condition of Theorem 6 needs to hold also for the top level of the tree. We denote the switches on the tree by their levels (from bottom up) lvl 1 , lvl 2 and lvl 3 . To enable LaaS, within each of the lower levels of the tree, tenants may only be allocated hosts with N lvl2 = Q · D + R. Note that an allocation that fits in a single leaf switch also follows this scheme with Q = 1.
Fig. 14 depicts a host allocation that follows the form: N lvl2 = Q·D+R of Theorem 6 and Fig. 12 in each level-2 sub-tree. The two left sub-trees use an allocation of 11 = 2 · 4 + 3 hosts each, while the right sub-tree holds 7 = 2 · 3 + 1 hosts. Now consider one of the bipartite graphs at the top of the tree (emphasized in the drawing). We show that allocating isolated links while maintaining support for any admissible traffic matrix on this bipartite graph is similar to the allocation done on a single sub-tree.
First, we obtain the number of flows entering/leaving the top bipartite graph. For instance, in the left subtree of Fig. 14 , the tenant uses all the 4 lvl 2 spines to avoid network contention. The number of flows entering the lvl 2 switches of the left sub-tree, i.e. the number of lvl 1 switches with allocated links to these lvl 2 switches, is 3, 3, 3 and 2, respectively. This is because there are only 2 lvl 1 switches that have 4 assigned hosts and thus need to use all the lvl 2 switches; while the 3 rd lvl 1 switch only has 3 assigned hosts, and thus does not use the 4th (rightmost) lvl 2 switch. Generally, each one of the R lvl 2 switches needs to support Q+1 flows from/to the Q + 1 lvl 1 switches, and D − R lvl 2 switches need to support just Q flows. Thus, each of the top full bipartite graphs needs to support either Q i + 1 or Q i flows entering from each of the various sub-trees.
We apply Theorem 6 to each of the full bipartite graphs made of lvl 3 and lvl 2 switches (like the bold line in Fig. 14) . Accordingly, in order to fulfill LaaS requirements, it is required that the number of flows entering the bipartite graph from the lvl 2 switches should be equal, except for maybe one lvl 2 switch that must carry fewer flows. Therefore, we should have Q repeated subtrees of N lvl2 = Q · D + R hosts, and possibly one additional sub-tree ofN lvl2 =Q ·D +R hosts. There are exactly Q bipartite graphs with Q sub-trees injecting Q + 1 flows, and D − R with Q sub-trees injecting Q flows. Similarly, the unique remaining sub-tree injects Q + 1 flows intoR bipartite graphs, andQ flows intō D −R bipartite graphs.
Finally, sinceD may be bigger, smaller or equal to D, we conclude that the condition of Theorem 6 translates to: (a) D > R, (b)D >R, and (c) if R >R : Q ≥Q, else Q ≥Q + 1. Each tenant job of size N hosts may then be decomposed into: N = Q (Q·D+R)+Q·D+R. Approximated algorithm. The general decomposition approach described in the previous section leads to a huge space of possible placements and link allocations for any incoming tenant. Instead of treating this entire space, we propose to simplify the 3-level tree problem with an Approximated approach. If a tenant cannot fit within a single sub-tree, we round up its size to the nearest complete number of hosts contained under a lvl 1 switch, i.e. m 1 in the XGFT definition. The host placement can now be performed in complete leaf switches of m 1 hosts. For instance, if each leaf switch can hold 10 hosts, and a tenant requests N = 267 hosts, then we effectively allocate it N = m 1 N/m 1 = 270 hosts.
Moreover, since the maximal number m 1 of flows leaving each leaf is identical to the number of lvl 2 switches in the sub-tree, all top-level bipartite graphs have the exact same maximal number of entering flows, and their solution is symmetrical. This means that we can represent the 3-level fat tree as a 2-level tree (a single top bipartite graph), and solve in the same way we did in the 2-level case. We have effectively limited the placement to D =D = m 1 and R =R = 0. The tenant job of size N is first rounded to N = m 1 N/m 1 hosts, and then placed as: N = m 1 (Q · Q +Q). Final LaaS algorithm. We now want to implement our final LaaS algorithm for concurrent host placement and link allocation in fat trees. To do so, we rely on our Approximated approach, and track the allocated up-links in a matrix similar to 15(a). The required set of leaves and links is of the form N = Q · D + R. As described in Section 5.3, in a general fat tree, this translates to R spines that connect to all the Q + 1 allocated leaves and D − R spines connected just to the Q repeated leaves. These requirements are equivalent to finding a set of Q leaves that have D free up-ports to a common set of spines, and a single leaf that has only R free up-ports that form a subset of the spines used by the previous Q leaves.
The search for Q leaves with enough common spines is performed recursively. In the worst case, it may require examining all m2 Q combinations. Our LaaS algorithm returns the first successful allocation, so trying the most-used leaves first packs the allocations and achieve the best overall utilization results. Fig. 15 demonstrates the process of evaluating specific D, Q, R division. Consider a new tenant C of 10 hosts, arranged as 2 leaves of 4 hosts plus 1 leaf of 2 hosts. We show 2 possible placements: The first would use 4 hosts on leaves 4 and 5, and 2 hosts on another leaf 6. The second would use 4 hosts on leaves 3 and 4, and 2 hosts on another leaf 2. We also illustrate how we could take into account two faulty links in our link allocation if needed.
In the following section we describe the algorithm for mapping free leafs. The extension to L2 allocation is trivial. The algorithm to perform the above example is provided in Algorithm 1. The recursive function is assuming the availability of matrix M [l] of free ports on each leaf switch. It is given the following constants: D, R, Q and the start and end leaf switch indexes l s , l e . The recursive function provides its current state on the recursion using the following variables: l represents the current leaf index to examine, r the number of Q size leafs that were already found, {ports} the set of ports that are possible for this allocation, {rl} the collected set of, so far, Q size leafs. Eventually the recursion provides the following results: {D L } set of leafs with Q hosts, {D P ORT S } the set of ports to be used by the Q size leafs, U L the unique, sized R, leaf and {U P ORT S } the ports on that leaf. The overall algorithm for 3 level fat trees is provided in Algorithm 2.
EVALUATION
Our evaluation is reported in three sub-sections. The Algorithm 1 FLAP(l, l e , r, {ports} , {rl}) 1: find next Q size leaf 2: for i = l to l e do 3:
if r = D then 8: found all repeated leafs 9: if findUniqueLeaf(R, l s , l e ; {nP orts} {rl}) then 10:
{D L } = {newRL} 
return true first deals with the different placement algorithms and compares their resulting cloud utilization. It shows that our LaaS algorithm reaches a reasonable cloud utilization, within about 10% of bare-metal allocation. The second part describes the system implementation on top of OpenStack, and the third part shows how the LaaS architecture improves the performance of a tenant in the presence of other tenants by completely isolating the tenants from each other.
Evaluation of Cloud Utilization
Cloud utilization. We want to study whether our LaaS network isolation constraints significantly reduce the number of hosts that can be allocated to tenants. We define the cloud utilization as the average percentage of allocated hosts in steady state. Assuming that tenants pay a fee proportional to the number of used hosts and the time used, the cloud utilization is a direct measure of the revenue of the cloud provider. Scheduling simulator. To evaluate the different heuristics on large-scale clouds, we developed a scheduling simulator that runs many tenant requests over a user-defined topology. The simulator is configured to run any of the above algorithms for host and link allocation. This algorithm may succeed and place the tenant, or fail. We use a strict FIFO scheduling, i.e. when a tenant fails, it blocks the entire queue of upcoming tenants. Note that this blocking assumption forms an extremely conservative approach in terms of cloud utilization. In practice, clouds would typically not allow a single tenant to block the entire queue. Since smaller tenants are easier to place, for any tenant size distribution, not letting smaller tenants bypass those waiting means that we favor fairness over cloud utilization. Thus, the result should be regarded as an intuitive lower-bound for a real-life cloud utilization.
All host placement heuristics need to eventually select a possible placement from many valid ones. We follow a bin-packing approach that considers the most-used leaf switches first (i.e., those with the least number of available hosts). This is known to minimize fragmentation [58] . We also tested other placement-order policies, like preferring a larger spread of the tenants, but they produced inferior results. Simulation settings. We simulate the largest fullbisectional-bandwidth 3-level fat-tree network that can be built with 36-port switches, i.e. a cloud of 11,662 hosts. The evaluation uses a randomized sequence of 10,000 tenant requests. A random run-time in the range of 20 to 3,000 time units is assigned to each tenant. The variation of run-time makes scheduling harder as it increases fragmentation.
We evaluate 3 distribution types for the number of hosts requested by incoming tenants. First, we randomly generate sizes according to a job size distribution extracted from the Julich JUROPA job scheduler traces. These previously-unpublished traces represent 1.5 years of activity (Jan. 2010 -June 2011) of a large high-performance scientific-computing cloud. Second, an exponential distribution of variable parameter x. It is truncated between 1 and the cloud size. Last, a Gaussian distribution of average parameter x and standard deviation parameter x 5 , truncated again within the cloud size. The use of x allows a variation that is proportional to the average tenant size.
As a baseline algorithm, we implement an Unconstrained placement approach that simply allocates unused hosts to the request, as in bare-metal allocation. Note that some requests may still fail if the tenant requests more hosts than the number of currently-free cloud hosts. We compare this baseline to the Simple and LaaS algorithms, as described in Section 5. Simulation results. We analyzed the scheduling logs of the Julich JUROPA cluster, a large scientificcomputing cloud of 3,288 hosts, over the period of 2010 and half 2011. Fig. 17(a) illustrates the CDF of the tenant MPI (message passing interface)-based job sizes that were run on the cloud over this period. The CDF shows peaks for numbers of hosts that are powers of 2 (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32). We further generated 10,000 tenants with this job-size probability distribution, and the same random run-time distribution as above (instead of the original run-times, since they resulted in a low load, and therefore in an easy allocation). Fig. 17(b) shows the tenant allocation results: again, the cost of our LaaS allocation versus the Unconstrained bare-metal provisioning is about 10% of cloud utilization (88% vs. 98%).
To further test the sensitivity of our algorithm to the tenant sizes, we use a truncated exponential distribution for tenant host sizes and modify the exponential parameter x. The distribution of the JUROPA tenant sizes is similar to such a truncated exponential distribution. Fig. 18 illustrates the cloud utilization for Unconstrained, Simple, and LaaS, is plotted as a function of the exponential parameter x, which is close to the aver- age tenant host size due to the truncation. The Unconstrained line shows how the utilization degrades with the job size, even without any network isolation. This is an expected behavior of bin packing. As the job size grows, so does the probability for more nodes to be left unassigned when the cloud is almost full. The utilization of our LaaS algorithm stays steadily at about 10% less than the Unconstrained algorithm. Finally, Simple has the lowest cloud utilization for the entire tenant size range. Note that it is less steady, since its utilization is more closely tied to the sizes of the leaves and subtrees. Once the tenant size crosses the leaf size (18 in our case), it is rounded up to a multiple of that number. Likewise, once it crosses the size of a complete sub-tree (324 hosts), it is rounded up to the nearest multiple of that number. These results show that our LaaS algorithm provides an efficient solution for avoiding tenant variability, as its cost is only about 10% for a wide range of tenant sizes. Fig. 19 illustrates the cloud utilization for the truncated Gaussian distribution. This distribution provides a harder test for the allocation algorithm, since tenant sizes are made similar, and they may be just beyond the above-mentioned thresholds of a leaf size (18 hosts) or a sub-tree size (324 hosts). These thresholds are where LaaS and the Simple are less efficient when compared to Unconstrained. Simple suffers from a particularly large fluctuation in utilization. LaaS is more stable over the entire range, with about 90% uti- lization. There are also a few points where the Simple heuristic provides a better utilization than LaaS. Note that utilization stability is key to cloud vendors, since changing the allocation algorithm dynamically would require predicting the future size distribution, and thus may produce worse results when the distribution does not behave as expected. Another aspect of LaaS is the knowledge of exact links being used in the network. The calculated percentage of links not utilized, that could be turned off, is provided in Fig. 20 for the LaaS Placement Approximation run with the Julich distribution of tenant sizes on the large network. As can be observed, the average percentage of links that could be turned off is linear with the cloud utilization. As the utilization decreases the number of unused links grows accordingly and the network power can be linearly reduced.
System Implementation
We implemented the LaaS architecture by extending the OpenStack Nova scheduler with a new service that first runs the LaaS host and link allocation algorithm, and then translates the resulting allocation to an SDN controller that enforces the link isolation via routing assignments. Host and link allocation. The integration of the LaaS algorithm was done on top of OpenStack (Icecube release), utilizing filter type: AggregateMultiTenancyIsolation. This filter allows limiting tenant placement to a group of hosts declared as an "aggregate", which is allocated to the specific tenant-id. Our automation, provided as a standalone service on top of OpenStack's nova controller, obtains new tenant requests, and then calls the LaaS allocation algorithm. If the allocation succeeds, we invoke the command to create a new aggregate that is further marked by the tenant-id. The allocated hosts are then added to the aggregate. The filter guarantees that a new host request, conducted by a user that belongs to a specific tenant, is mapped to a host that belongs to the tenant aggregate. Network controller. We further implement a method to provide the link allocation to the InfiniBand SDN controller (OpenSM), which allows it to enforce the isolation by changing routing. The controller supports defining sub-topologies, by providing a file with a list of the switch ports and hosts that form each sub-topology. Then each sub-topology may have its own policy file that determines how it is routed. We ran the SDN controller over the simulated network of 1,728 hosts, as well as over our 32-host experimental cluster. Run-time. The LaaS Approximation scans through all possible placements for valid link allocation. This involves evaluating all possible combinations. Fig. 21 presents the average run-time per tenant request as measured on an Intel ® Xeon ® CPU X5670 @ 2.93GHz. The peak in run-time of about 5 msec appears just below the average tenant size of 324, which is the exact point where our algorithm first scans all possible placements under a single sub-tree and continues with multiple sub-tree placement.
Evaluation of Tenant Performance
Given a full LaaS architecture implementation, we have rerun the same traffic scenarios presented in Section 3, and observed that the tenant run-time looks indeed independent of other tenants, thus achieving our Figure 22 : Simulated relative performance for tenants running Stencil scientific-computing applications on a cloud of 1,728 hosts, either alone or as 32 concurrent tenants. While tenant performance degrades when placed unconstrained (without link isolation), the performance of single and multiple tenants with LaaS appears identical, fulfilling the promise of LaaS.
goal of isolation. Fig. 22 presents the relative performance of single and multiple tenants running Stencil scientific-computing applications on a cloud of 1,728 hosts, under either Unconstrained or LaaS, normalized by the performance of a single tenant placed without constraints. It is an extension of Fig. 5 . The figure illustrates many effects. First, as already seen in Fig. 5 , the performance of a single tenant with Unconstrained significantly degrades when other tenants are active, e.g. to 45% with 32-KB message sizes. This is because the bare-metal allocation of Unconstrained does not provide link isolation. Second, under our LaaS algorithm, the single-tenant performance is not impacted when the other tenants become active (the third and fourth sets of columns look identical). This was the key goal of this work. LaaS prevents any inter-tenant traffic contention. Finally, we can observe an additional surprising effect (first vs. third sets of columns): the tenant performance is slightly improved for small messages under LaaS versus the Unconstrained allocation. The reason is that LaaS does not accept tenants unless it can place them with no contention, and therefore the resulting placement tends to be tighter, thus improving the run-time performance with small message sizes when the synchronization time of the tasks is not negligible. The lower network diameter of LaaS improves the synchronization time, which is latency-dominated.
DISCUSSION
Recursive LaaS. When talking to industry vendors, they pointed out simple extensions that would easily generalize the use of LaaS. First, LaaS could be applied recursively, by having each tenant application or each sub-tenant reserve its own chunk of the cloud within the tenant's chunk of the cloud. Second, LaaS could also be applied in private clouds, with cloud chunks being reserved by applications instead of tenants. Third, shared-cloud vendors could easily restrict LaaS to a subset of their cloud, while keeping the remainder of their cloud as it is today. This can be done by reserving large portions of the topology to a virtual tenant that is shared between many real tenants. Pre-allocation and modification of that sub-topology is already supported by our code. As a result, LaaS offers a smooth and gradual transition to better service guarantees, enabling cloud vendors to start only with the tenant owners who are most ready to pay for it. Off-the-shelf LaaS. LaaS is implementable today with no extra hardware cost in existing switches and no host changes. The algorithm requires only a moderate software change in the allocation scheme, which we provide as open source. It also relies on an isolated-routing feature of the SDN controller, which is already available in InfiniBand and could be implemented in Ethernet SDN controllers like OpenDaylight. Proportional network power. LaaS eases the use of an elastic network link power that would be made proportional to cloud utilization [59] . This is because it explicitly mentions which links and switches are to be used, and therefore can turn off other links and switches. Heterogeneous LaaS. Host allocation in heterogeneous clouds involves allowing tenants to express their required host features in terms of CPU, memory, disk and available accelerators. On such systems, the host allocation algorithm should allow the provider to trade off the acceptance of a new tenant versus the cost of the available hosts, which may be higher as their capabilities may exceed the user needs. Our LaaS algorithm could support these requirements. Although this requirement complicates the allocation algorithm, it is feasible to support it in LaaS. First, it should use the host costs to order the search. Second, it should try all the possible divisors and select the one with best accumulated cost. A trade-off between the resulting fragmentation and the cost difference could extend it. LaaS with VMs. LaaS could easily support multiple tenants running as virtual machines (VMs) on the same host. Assuming rate limits can be enforced by the host (a feature supported by most modern network cards), LaaS could treat each host as if it were two or more hosts by a simple change of topology description. Then each partition of the host can be allocated independently. LaaS with oversubscription. LaaS can also handle partial-bisectional-bandwidth fat-trees (with a reduced bisectional bandwidth closer to the roots). Assuming the bandwidth is reduced by a factor p, each link allocated should carry p flows. As long as the number D of hosts allocated to the tenant on each leaf is a multiple of p, we can simply divide D by p and apply the LaaS algorithm. Note that on most fat trees, p is a divisor of the number of ports anyway, and the extra constraint on D only has a small effect on cloud utilization. Non-FIFO tenant scheduling. We conservatively evaluated our LaaS allocation algorithm assuming FIFO scheduling of incoming tenants. To improve the cloud utilization, we could equally rely on a non-FIFO policy, e.g. by using back-filling, reservations, or a jointly-optimal allocation of multiple tenants [29] . Energy Proportionality is another benefit of LaaS. Since links are explicitly allocated, those links left unallocated can be proactively turned off and save power, as opposed to only partially throttled down [59] when traffic is load balanced over the network. We show that with LaaS the number of used links is proportional to the cloud utilization.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we demonstrated that the interference with other tenants causes a performance degradation in cloud applications that may exceed 65%. We introduced LaaS (Links as a Service), a novel cloud allocation and routing technology that provides each tenant with the same bandwidth as in its own private data center. We showed that LaaS completely eliminates the application performance degradation. We further explained how LaaS can be used in clouds today without any change of hardware, and showed how it can rely on open-source software code that we contributed. Finally, we also used previously-unpublished tenant-size statistics of a large scientific-computing cloud, obtained over a long period of time, to construct a random workload that illustrates how isolation is possible at the cost of some 10% cloud utilization loss.
A. LAAS SOFTWARE RELEASE 1.0
The software is provided in [26] under the directory laas 1.0/ as well as in a single archive file: laas 1.0.tgz. In this section, we provide all the information required to get the LaaS service installed, and instructions to run a demonstration of the service. We also provide the simulation setup used for obtaining the cluster utilization, run-time and correctness.
The simulator and a service of LaaS are coded in Python and are built on top of the core algorithm coded in C++. At the heart of the package is the LaaS algorithm coded in isol.cc. It is using facilities specific to 3-level fat-trees provided in ft3.cc and port-mask utility class in portmask.cc used for tracking availability of links. The laas.cc implements the service API provided in laas.h and exposed in Python using SWIG which uses the declarations in laas.i. We provide a scheduling simulator, to obtain cluster utility, in sim.py and a tenant allocation service in laas service.py.
The LaaS service provides a RESTful interface and serves tenant requests [60] . It outputs OpenStack command files required to control tenant host placement and also provides SDN configuration files to enforce isolation via packet routing/forwarding.
The scheduling simulator takes a CSV file with tenant requests (id, size and arrival time) and process them in a FIFO manner.
A.1 License
This software is provided with a choice of GPLv2 or BSD license and published on our website.
A.2 Content
The following sub-directories are included in this release:
• src -The core algorithm c++ and python service/simulator
• bin -Random tenants generator and isol.log checker
• examples -A set of files used by the demo below
Out of the entire set of source files, the one most interesting for integration is lass.h which provides the API exposed in Python.
A.3 Software dependency The data needed to run a larger topology is also included in the examples directory.
Prepare name mapping file:
The LaaS engine eventually needs to configure OpenStack and an SDN controller that rely on physical naming and port numbering and not on general fat-tree indexing. A file that provides mapping of the tree level, index within the tree and port indexing to the actual cluster hardware is thus required. For this example topology we provide the mapping file: examples/pgft m4 8 w1 4.csv. The first line hints at the content of each column:
# lvl,swIdx,name,UP,upPorts,DN,dnPorts
The example line below describes a host, providing its level is 0 and index is 10, its name is comp-11 and it has a single UP port, number 1, connecting to L1 switch (on level 1). 
D. INFINIBAND SIMULATIONS
The InfiniBand simulation utilizes Mellanox published model [61] . We have enhanced this model with an application that relies on MPI semantics and is able to replay MPI traces. The parameters used for our simulation are provided in Table 2 .
The tenants that are placed on the 1,728-node cluster are of the sizes:
• Two tenants: the two are 810 and 834.
• Eight tenants: all are 216 nodes.
• Thirty two tenants: all are 54 nodes.
The tenants execute cycles of computation and communication. The computation time is of uniform distribution in the range [5, 15] µsec. So the traffic to computation ratio for Stencil application exchanging 32KB of data on each dimension is: Calculation = 10µsec. Communication = 32KB 4GB/sec = 8µsec. So the ratio of ideal computation to communication is 10/8 for 32KB exchanges. For all-to-all shuffles we increase the computation time to be uniform in the range [20, 80] µsec, but the data is sent to each other node in the tenant. So for a 32KB exchange on an 8-node tenant, the ratio of computation to ideal communication time is 50 
